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I. Introduction 

one of the most interesting processes involvea in heavy ion interactions at about 

10 MeV/nucleon is fast light particle emission. lhis process, despi te many theoretic

aI efforts made, is not yet compl~tely understood /1,2/. Nevertheless, it may be used 

to "prepare" different nuclei and study their properties. Heavy ion reactions in 

which fast light particles are emitted may be used to produce "cold" heavy nuclei and 

subsequently to study their fission. lhe fBst particle energy is directly related to 

the excitation energy of ~he residual nucleus in analogy with the situation observeu 

in the fission studies performed with light partícle induced transfer reactions fl/. 

lhe purpose of the present work was to study the influence af the angular moment

um brought into the system by the heavy projéctile on the fission channel as well as 

to clarify the role of t~e excitaíion energy -of the fissioning nucleus. With this aim, 

the mess and total kinetic energy (lKE) distributions were measured in and without 

coincidence with the ~ particles emitted in the reaction 12C(85 Me~) + 232Th. Lorre

lation measuremenis offered a possibility of ~efining the reaction exit channel and 

of establishing the mechanism of ~ particle emis?ion. lhe main characteristics of 

fission of the heavy Duclei produced in this reactiún were studied Ín detail in reac

tions induced by neutrans and li9ht charged particles /3,4/. lhe choice af the reac

tion was made so that the excitation energy of the compound nucleus 244Cm was not 

very high {E* - 58 MeV) and also its introduced angular momentum had relatively low 

values (lmax"" 37 fi). 

11. Experimental technigue 

lhe present measurements were performed using 85 MeV 12C ion beams from the 

laboratory of Nuclear Reactions cyclotron U200. lhe tar~et was a self-supported 

metallic 232l h foil (1 mg/cm2) placed at an angle of 40 degrees with respect to the 

beam axis. 

Coincident fission fragments were detected with a pair of position-sensitive 

serniconductor detectors (PSD) placed at ~8oo symmetrically on both srdes of the beam, 

each subtending an angle of 800 in the reactio~ plane. Charged particles were dete~t

ed with three 4E-E telescopes each consisting of 60 ~m and 2 mm Si detectors. lwo 

of them were placed at angles of 200 and 1400 in the reaction plane. lhe third was 

located in the vertical plane containing the beam axis at 1450 (Fig. 1). lhe inclusi

ve spectra of 4He were measured by rotating one of the telescopes from 200 to 1600 

in steps of 100. Due to the aluminium absorber of 120 ~m thickness located in front 

of the 4 E detector at forward angles, the minimum detectable alpha energy was 2oMeV. 

At backward angles the experimental alpha energy threshold was 8 MeV. Beam intensity 

was monitored by a Faraday cup and by a monitor detector placed at 100. lhe alpha 

particle telescopes were calibrated with a 226Ra alpha source and ~ith a precision 

etrl\em)l1.~Ii;'Li:1..Imc.. ,,_t•.rryr~. 
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pulser. lhe energy calibration of the two PSD 
pso

was made by measur ing the energy spec tra of 

fission fragments from the 4He (34 MeV) + Z32l h 60' 

reaction and using the Schmitt /5/ calibration 

procedure. lhe mass distributions were obtained 

on the f ol Iowinq assumptions: a) lhe sum of the 

masses of primary fission fragments is equal to 

that of the target and the projectile. b) lhe 

sum of the fragment momentum components perpen

dicular to the beam axis is equal to zero. 
Fig. 1. lhe experimental set-up. 

We estimated the accuracy of the fission 

frag~ent mass measurements to be ~ 5%. 

For the positioQ cal~bration of the PSD two wires were placed in front of each 

det~ctor. Due to uncertainties in the bcam position on the target the fission frag

ment folding ~ngle was measured with an accuracy of_Z o• For the inclusive measure

ments of the light charged-parlicle spectra reactions of the beam with light element 

impurities of tne target play an important role /6/. In order to subtract this effect 

from the experimental resu~ts we mea~ured for each angle the alpha spectra for a 

standard carbon target and for the lh target at two,bombarding energies: 85 MeV and 

53 MeV. We assumed that at the latter energy, which is 13 M~V 10wer than the intrin

sic Coulomb barrier for the 12C + Z3Zl h reaction, carbon io~s interact only with 

light elements (C, O, N). Then, at this energy after the normalization using the 

Faraday cup, the ratio between the ~ particles yields from the lh target and from 

a pure C target gives straightforwardly the amount of C impurities in the lh target. 

Subsequently, the ~ spectra obtained for the C target were multiplied by the ratio 

described above and then subtracted from the Ol spectra obtained for the lh target 

at each angle. According to our estimates, about ZO% of alpha particles were emitted 

from impurities at ZOO. ,Figure Z shows an example of the alpha spectra used for such 

corrections at ZOO and lZOo; the contribution from light element impurities at back

ward angles is very small. 

lhe coincid~nces between fission fragments and alpha particles and inclusive alpha 

energy spectra were recorded event by event on magnetic disc and subsequently analys

ed off-line. Some details of the experimental setup are presented in /7/ 

/' 

111. Results and discussion 

1. oc. -partide speetra 

lhe	 measured inclusive spectra of oc. particles emitted at several angles 
0 0

between 20 and 160 (lab) are shown in figo 3. lhe mbst prominent feature is the 

two-component structure of these spectra which shows up at angles greater than 500; 

one maJ distinguish a low-energy and high-energy component. At smaller angles the 

two components merge together. lhe high-energy component gradually increases in 
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:figo 2. Contrfbutioo 'to ±he inclusi~e Fig. 3_ Inclusive CC particle spectra 

CIC. energy spectra 'fr orn the li-ght e1ement .measur ed -f'or -the reaction 

impurities in target material~ det~rmined lZc (85 MeV) + Z32l h• 

as descr ibe.d in sect. I I . 

Intens í ty and i1s -maximum shifts t.ovacd hi çher energies c1013e to Lhe .Coulornb 'bacr í er 

in the exitchannel (24 MeV in the lab .system) , which in the qíven case almost 

-coincide lIIiththe energy corresponding to the beam velocity (2'8 MeV). Theobserved 

ec. .par t icIes may or qmate from a number àf sourcea and as a reslJi t of -d fferentí	 í 

re act í on mechanisms 11.,Z,1Z,13/, e s q , evaporat i.on f'r om 't-he compound nuc l eus -evapora

tion {"rom the exci ted fission -f'r aqmenbs ; 'temary .fission, projec±ile break-up or 

'break -up 'fusion, e( sctivity nf the different nuclei produced in fusion of the 

-projectile (or part of it) lIIith, the t-arget fol1owed by neut r on or charqed-par t íc-Ie 

evaporatíon , -preequí l abr ium emission, 'afld ot.hers , It is Ta'lher di fficult to evaluate 

ho~ muc~ each of these mechanisms contributes to the inclusive spectra af the ~ 

'particles. In the present 1II0rk lIIe tried tu ~sti~ate only the most significant Df 

them. lhe energies -of '8( 's coming from d.í ff'e rerrt activities are less than ...10 'MeV. 

Also, the 8(' s evaporated from the 'fission fragments have most -pr obabIe energies tn 

the f'r arne linked to the fragment equal to the exit Coulomb barriers. In the CM sys'tern, 

due ta lhe r andom or-í ent.at í.on of the fragments, these ,,' s have t.he most significan-t 

yield at energies almost tlllice lower than the energies of the 8('E evaporated fro~ 

the compound nucleus. In the lab. system this will amount to no mlJre than 15 MeV. 

These two processes make the main contribution to the low-energy part of the incl~si

ve speetra, espec í a l l y .at backvard angles. For the Eec, > 15 'MeV part of the spectra, 

the main contribution is brought in by evaporation from the compound nucleus, by 
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Fig. 4. lhe ~ ...particle speetra measured in 

coincidence with fission fr~gments. lhe full 

line shows the result of a Monte-Carlo simula

~ion calculation for the.·particles evaporated 

by the compound nucleus and by the fission 

fragments. lhe dashed line represents the 

result of a break-up calculation, as described 
in	 /9/ 

precompound emission and projec~il~ break-uP! It is known that alI these mechanisms 

give rather broad distributions in energy that overlap with each other. In order to 

further elucidate the different contributions, the coincidences of ~ particles with 

fission fragments were measured. lhe ~~s were recorded at 200 and 1400 in the reac

tion plane and at 450 in a plane containing the be?m and perpendicular to the reac

tion plane (defined as the plane in which ~~e fission frag~ent detectors and the beam 

lay,see figo 1). lhe measured coincident spectra are shown in figo 4. One can see 

trat the shape of the sp~ctr~m at 200 is quite similar to its inclusive anal~g. For 

the backward angles, the difference bet~een the inclusive and coincident spectra is 

clearly seen for energies .~ 15 MeV and ,may be ~xplained by the absence in the 

coincident speetrum of Lhe cont r íbut í ons from the ~ activities induced in the tarqe t , 

lhe coincidence data were also used to bu~ld the contour diagram of differential 

cross section f5.," AAE..lc5/C ave(. cl.a.« c:l.n.~) ,( fig. 5). In this draçram Lhe 

coordinates are given by the projections of ~ velocity in the CM system on the 

direction of flight of the heavy fragment ex axis) and perpendicular to it, respecti 

vely (y axis). Th~ full and dashed lines represent the most probable velocity values I}, 

of ~ particles evaporated from the compound nucleus and from the fission fragments, )I"/~ 

O(,respect íve.l y, For the backvard hemisphere, the emission is lU(Jlll accounted for by 

evaporation from the compound nucleus and from fission fragments. At forlUard angles 

the velocity distribution shifts tOlUard higher values indicating the presence of the 

nonevaporation mechanisms. A Monte-Carlo simulation calculation lUas performed using 

the program ELPHIC /8/. In this calculation evaporation from the compound nucleus 

and fro~ the fission fragments was considered. lhe relative intensity of these two 
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figo 5. Two-dimensional plot of the cross 

section <5." (see the text J. v~ and Y~ are the 

projections of the particle velocity on the 

directions of emission of the heavy fragment 

in the eM system and perpendicular to it. 

The scale for t: is in arbitrary units.v 
The lines are explained in the text~ 
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components and the overall normalization were chosen so as to reproduce ~he spectrum. 

at 1400 • lhen, with these parameters unchanged, the calculations were repeated for 

other angles. lhe results are shown in figo 4 by the full line. One can see that the 
0 

evaporation process makes only a rather small contribution to ~ emission at 20 ; 

the rest of it should be ascribed to some other processes like projectile break-up 

and/or preequilibrium emission. Due to the ~ cluster structure of the 12C projectil~ 
it is justifiable to assume tha~ an important role in the forward ~ particle emissi

on is played by the projectile break-up followed or not (depending on the impact 

parameter) by the fusion of the'projectile residue with the target nucleus. Follow

ing a procedure /9/ based on the Serber break-up model /10! ooe may calculate the 

shape of the spectra of .t particles coming from the break-up fusion processo lhe 

results of the calculalions are shown in figo 4 (the dashed line), after being 

normalised to the experimental data in the maximum of the spectra. Obviously, such 

a mecha.nism cannot explain the high-energy part (Jf the measured spectra. lhe break

up of the 12C projectile into thr~e _ particles (without fusion} gives wider 

spectral shapes but it is difficult to estimate lhe contribution from such a proc~Bs 

to	 the measured spectra. 

To sum up the following conclusions can be dra~n~ 

(1) The inclusive ~ spectra have a two-component structure: one may distinguish 

a 101ll-energy (Ec < 15 MeV) and a high-energy (Eoc.> 15 MeVY component , At small angles 

the two components are noi distinguished from one another. 

{Z} Evaporation from the composite system and from the fission fragments can
 

account for the spectra measured at bacKward angles but this process ma~es a rather
 

small contribution to the f'orvaro < particle emission.
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2. Fission fragment measurements 

a. Linear momentum transfer XLMI). 

LMT analysis offers the possibility to determine the dominant reaction channels 

contributing to the measured (f correlBtions. LMI distributions studied in thel,f2) 
present reaction are well described by Gaussian functions centBred on the most 

probable 'value: lMl. lhe FWHM amounts to about 30% of the LMI value. lhe errar gf 

LMT determination is ~ 5% due to the errors of angle and energy measurements for the 

fissioR fragmentô. 

For the ~ -fission fragment ~oincidences the ~MI is defined as the sum P~ + P +f1 
+ P '	 ~here P is the momentum projection on the beam axis and the SUbSCDipts standf 2 __ 
for ~ particle and fission fragments, cespectively. lhe LMI value for the correla

tion measurem~nts in which ~ particles were re~orded at '2Q~ ômounts ~o 100% Df the 

full momentum transfer (equal to the beam momentum, P If we exclude the ~ beam). 
momentum from the above sum, then the distribution of the P + P has â mean value

f l f 2 
that is on1y 65% of the full momentum transfer ar, in other words~ only 2/3 of the 

beam momentum. lhis, together with the observation that at fDrward angles evapora

tion processes give a small contribution, indicates that in most of the cases the 

12C projectile breaks up into an et p.article that lflies avay and a heavy part _tehat 

fuses with the target nucleus. 

For the correlàtion measurements in which ~'S were recorded at 1400 the distri 

bution of the sum Pf, + P has its most probable value (centrotd) at 115% of Pbeamj
f 2
 

when P~ is added, tPrr reaches a value of 10~~ distribution for
of Pbeam• lhe LMT
 

the fragment-fragment correlation measurement is centered around a value which
 

,.constitutes 93% This high value is a proof of the dominant role ofof Pbeam• 
'compound nucleus formation in the given reaction. According to the analysis perform

ed in /13/ for similar TBactions, one may presume that the difference of up to 100% 

is due to light particle emission prior to fission. 

b. Fission-fragment mass distributions.
 

One of the most significant features of the fission channel is the fragment mass
 

distribution.	 For the case studied these distributions are shown in figo 6 for 

and (<<f correlations. In both cases one can observe bell-shaped distri (f1f 2, lf2)
 
butions without any evident' two-humped structure. As it was shown in the previous
 

sBction, these distributions correspond mainly to the fission of the compo~nd
 

nucleus 244Cm (the f or to the fission of 240pu (the ~ case). For

lf2'case) f lf2 

the (flf2) correlations, on the basis of peak-to-valley systematics BS a function 

of the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus produced by neutràn-induced 

reactions /3/ one may expect that any two-humped structure should disappear as the 

excitation energy of the compound nucleus is equal to 58 MeV. In the case of 

(etf correlations, however, the systematics given in /14/ for reactions inducedlf2) 
by probons and _ particles indicate a peak-to-valley ratio for 240pu equal to 1.3 

(or 1.5 according to /3/). lhese values are obtained for a mean excitation energy 

Fi9. 6. Fission-fragment mass distributions for 
. 12 232the reactlon C(85 ~1ell) + Ih. (a) the (f/

'" 0.03 2) 
cor r e l at ons ; (o) the (lI(,f/ correlations. 

t:: 
cn í	 2) 

Dashed lines are fits to the data considering~0.02 

1 
1	

contributions from the t~o fission modes: 

asymmetric and symmetric ones. lhe fit parameters 

are given in lable 1. 
~ 
9 
~ 
~ 

Sli!0.02 

0.01 

0m 

0.03" 

'I 

of 24Dpu equal to 37 MeV which corresponds to the mosi probable particle emissioncoe.. 

energy	 of 25 MeV in the lab.system. 

If the measured 'mass distributions are the combined result of two fission modes, 

namely the symmetric and asymmetric ones, then the obtained result is an indication 

that in the present ~ase the symmetric mode plays a more important role than in the 

case of reactions induced by light particles ~leading to the formation of the same 

fissioQing system). 

A strong dependence of the shape of the mass distributions on the total kinetic 

e~ergy (TKE) was observed (see figo 7). For IKÉl ab < 160 ,MeV the mass distributions 
TKE< 180 MeV IlI()MoVocTKE<22OMolI , TKE>22OMtW 

." 

F
;J 

on IKE. 

First row - the (f correlationsj second row - the (~flf2) correlations. 
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I''li< 

look fully asymmelric (vith peaks lying near masses of 100 and~ 140) while for IKEl~ 

220 MeU they look quite symmetric. For intermediate IKE values the mass distribu

tions have wide bell-shaped forms. Such a dependence of the shape of the mass distri 

bution on IKE was observed for fission of 240pu (<<f correlations) as well as forlf2 
fission of 244Cm (f correlations). lhis result offers the possibility,to dividelf2 
the mass distribution into their symmetric and asymmetric componentsr lhe asymmetríc 

J 
mass distribution obtained for IKE MeU was fitted by twa gaussians while thel ab<160 
mass distributíon obtained for IKEla~220 MeU was fitted only with one gàussian. ~1.·klhen~ keeping the obtained shapes unchanged, their weights were chosen in order to
 

reproduce the total mass distribution. lhe results of such a decomposi~ion are
 

shown in figo 6 (full lines) and given in lable 1. lhe obtained ratios of the , 
lA,
 

symmetric yield to the total yield Y /Y vere compared with the results of /15/
 
sym tot / /

in which the fission of 239pu was studied at an excitation energy of 36 MeV. In 15 

the 239pu nucleus was produ~ed by bombarding 235U and 236U target wit~ 4He and 3He 

ions, respectively. lhe rnean angular momentum of the compound nucleus in these two 

~ases was 16 h and 8 fi, respectively. Fitting the mass distribution given in /15/ 

by three gaussians alloms the evaluation of the contributions from the symmetric 

and asymmetric fission modes. lhe three gaussians mere centered on masses 100, 120 

and 140 according to the prescriptions take~ from /16/. lhe obtained ratios 

~,mfYwt and the fit parameters are given in lable 1. lhey show the increasing role 

of the symmetric fission mode as the angular momentum of the fissioning nucleus 

increases. 

lable L 

Parameters and results of the three-Gaussian fits of the experimental
 

mass distributions
 

Fissioning Asym. Sym. Y 
compound E* <1> ~fission fission 
nucleus /MeU/ /fl/ Y
(reaction) K.. G"L M'" 6" M ~ 

t ot 

244Cm (b) 58 25 0.58:!:0.05 l'
(121': +' 232I h .. ff) 

240pu (b) 37 32 0.55:!:0.05 
(12C + 232l h _ ff+ c) '1\239pu (a) 35.9 16.4 100 8.5 139 8.5 120 12 0.4i.!:o.D2 
(4He + 235(J) 

2J9 pu (a) 35.9 7.6 101 8.S 139 8.5 120' 12 0.26:!:O.O2 
(lHe + 236lJ) 

a - experimental data taken from Cuninghame and GoodaIl /15/ 

b - Ysym/Ytot obtained in the present pape r (see the text) 

8 

vs,. Fig. 8. Dependence of the symmetric fission 
ri ."0 MoV~ "C.u'Th to the total fission yield ratio on the 'mean0.1 

4 I1 - .~ 
Ho.UIU angular momentum of the f1ssioning nucleus.

,~I""'---' 
Poi~ts a - are taken (rom the results of 

Cuningham and Goodall /15/ 

'12 

(I) • " 

For the present reaction, the mean values of the angular mQmentum of the fission

ing nuclei were obtained as foliows: for 244C~<1> was taken as 2/3 1 ; the 'value 
. 240, 'max. 

obtalned was <1> =25 fi. For Pu we had to lnclude the mean angular momentum' carrl 

ed away by the c particles recorded at 200 and having the most prob~ble energy Df 

25 MeV. The resulting va Iue was <1> = 22 fi. In faet, the latter value is probably 

underestimated as the break-up fusion reaction which in the given case plars an 

important role (see the pr~vious reaction) is a peripheral reaction. 

The dependence of the ratio Y /Y t on <1> obtained for 239pu studied in /15/
sym t o 

and for 240pu studied in the present work at close excitation energies appears to be 

linear in the first approximation (see Table 1 and figo 8). 

As it was shown in /15( for the reactions induced by 3He and 4He in about 30% of 

the cases second or third chance fission occurs~ after the emission of one or more 

particles.)Obviously, :particle emission leads to a decrease in the excitation energy 

of the fissioning nucleus and, correspondingly, to an enhancement of the asymmetric ;, 

fission mode as at lower excitation energies_éhell effects play a more important 

role. In Ehe preeent 'experiment, the enhancernent of'' the symmetr ic ffssion mode 

indicates the increased fissility to the detriment of th~ particlé emissidn probabi

lity. A possible interpretation of such a result is the following: with an increase 

in the projectile mass, the anguldr momentum brought into the system also increases. 

On the other hand, massive projectiles are capable of producing shape oscillations 

of large ampl í tude llihich, together with the high values of the angular momentum, 

may leao to an.enhancéd fissility. Moreover, one may presume that for heavy project~ 

iles the transition from the saddle point to scissian is so fast that shell effects 

fail to manifest themselves entirely. Besides, for larger <1> values, the probabili 

ty for symmetric fission grows due to the increased values of the centrifugaI forc

es. Such a representation reminds of the fast fission process that shows up at 

higher bombarding energies and for larger projectile masses. 

For the case of (O( fI f 2) correlations, .the dependence of the mass distribution 

on the particle energy was also studied. For this purpose, the spectra were divid

ed into a low energy (EI( < 35 MeV, Ee( =25 MeV) and a high energy par t (Eo(> 35 MeV, 

E o( =40 MeV). The corresponding mass distributions do not shov significant changes 

af theif shapes. 
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Suell a result ean be explained as fo l Iovs., The 10\11 enerqy part of the spectra 

contaifls most af the ernss section and tbe dominant proeess in the~reak-up fusi~R 10. Serber D. Phys. Rev. 72 (1947) lDDB. 

.~see seet. 1112a). lhe -high energy part, having a mueh small-er eross seetion eantains. 11. AllIes T.C., Poggi G., Sain1 5., Colbko C.K., Legrain R., Westfal1 G.P. Phys . 

eontributions both from break-up fusion and from tbe brea-body break-up of 12C • Jtie Lett. 1038 (1981) 417. 

three-body break-up (12C 'I- 232·fh .. -t+.+IC.+ 232Th) r-eaetion -has tRe Q va.Iue that is	 12. Awes T.C., Poggi C., Golbko C.K., Aack B.B., elegola S.G., 8reuer H., Viola V.E. 
~about lD~eU higher lhan that of the break-up fusion reaetion. Ir one assumes t~àt	 J.Phys.Rev. C24 (1901) 09 ond roforoncos theroin. 
l

in this enenqy intervál the thI'Be-body -br eak-up takes over the' -break ...up fus í orr (as 13. Duek E., Kowalski L., nojngopolon M., Alexender J.M., Dcbiak T.W., Logan D.,
 

fi1]. 4 tendsto suggest), lhen the extra -energy due to the r eact í on Q .value aImost; Kapla~ M., Ziomon M., Lo Beyoc Y. Z.Phyn. A 307 (1982) 221.
d
compensates for lhe inerease in the mean « enerqy , Thus, in facl the exc í bat ron 14. Dceowski P., Moroch H.r., Zomlo L., Rogge M., Turek n. Annual Report, Nuel.Phys. 

energy of the fissioning nueleus is ~ssenlial1y the ~ame for, tbe til/O ~1ndoll/ settings Laborotory, Inot1tuto or Exporim. Physies, WarS8W University, 1984, p.3D.J! 
on the .~ .part íc í.e ener.qy , The main concIuaí.ons ofrom the above analysis of .lhe i.Mf .f- 15. Cuninghome J.G., Goodall J.A.B. Journ. Phys.G: Nucl.Phyu. 1 (1975) 250.
 

and .mass distribulions are as follows: 16. Thierene H., DoClercq A., Jaeobs E., DeFrenne D., D'hondt P., De Gelder P.,
 

1) Theohtained -LMT distribuUons show., in the case of (f ( 2) cerre IatIccs., 'the Deruytter A.J. Phys. Rev. C 23 (1981) 2104.

1 

-dominanee of 2"44Cm eompound nucIeus fission and the âomioanee ,af 240p u .fission in 

the -case of {.. f {~) cor re Iat.Ions , 

l) Jhe enhaneed symmetrie fásslon of 140 pu, as eompared Il/ith that observed in reae

tions inuueed by 1ight 'iGns~ may be expiained by eRhaneed fissility resulting from' 

the angular momentum brought into lhe sys.tem and from the massivity .of theprojeeti 

l-e~ 

3~ lhe observed shape nf tne massdistributions .does not, depend sigrüfieantly on the
 

emrt.ten oc. part íc Ie enerqy , This "seems Lo rbe a eombined 'effect of bhe projectile-«.
 

clusler s t ructure .and of the Q va lues of d.i ff'er-ent. eontrlbuting exit channeãs,
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AyrycTbiHAK B. H AP· 
3KcnepHMeHTanbHOe HCCneAoBaHHe KOppenA~HH OCKOnKOB AeneHHA 
C a -4aCTH~aMH B peaK~HH 2S2Th(12C, a f) 

E7-86-732 

npoBeAeHbl H3MepeHHA HHKn~3HBHbiX H KoppenA~HOHHbiX cneKTPOB a-4aCTH~ H oc
KQnKOB AeneHHA e peaK~HH 282 Th + 12c ( 85 M3Bl c ~enb~ BbiAeneHHA paaHbiX Mexa
HH3MOB HX 3MHCCHH. AnA aaAHHX yrnoe 3MHCCH~ a-4aCTH~ MO*HO o6DACHHTb HcnapH
TenbHbiMH npo~eccaMH. AnA nepeAHHX yrnoe AOMHHHPY~~HM ABnAeTCA npo~ecc paaean
cnHAHHe. nony4eHbl TaK*e MaCCOBble pacnpeAeneHHA OCKOnKOB AeneHHA COCTaBHbiX 
AAeP 2UCm(E•= 58 M3B, tf -coenaAeHHA) H 240 Pu (E*= 37 MaB, CCa -coenaAe
HHA) . B cny4ae AApa 240pu ii>OPMa MaCCOBOro pacnpeAeneHHA OCKonKOB OTnH4aeTCA 
OT nony4eHHOH B peaK~HH C nerKHMH HOHaMH, 4TO CBHAerenbCTBYeT 0 CHnbHOM 
BnHAHHH BXOAHOrO KaHana. 6blna TaK*e H3y4eHa aaBHCHMOCTb ~OPMbl MaCCOBOrO pac
npeAeneHHA OCKOnKOB OT a-4aCTH~. 0TCYTCTBHe aaBHCHMOCTH MaCCOBoro pacnpeAe
neHHA OT 3HeprHH HCnycKaeMOH a-4aCTH~bl 06DACHReTCA KnacTepHOH CTPYKTYPOH 
AApa-cHapAAa H pa3HH~ei1 B eenH4HHaX AnA paanH4HbiX KaHanOB peaK~HH. . 

Pa6oTa BblnonHeHa e fla6opaTOPHH AAepHbiX peaK~HH OHflH. 

npenplll!T Olh.eAHHeiDioro IDICTHiyra ll,ll;epHblX nccneAOBaHHii. Ayfina 1986 

Augustyniak W. et al. 
Experimental Study ofa-Fission Fragmnet Correlations 
in the 282 Th( 12 C,aC) Reaction 

E7-86-732 

Inclusive and coincident spectra of alpha particles and fission frag
ments were measured for the 232Th+12c (85 MeV) reaction, with the aim of 
separating different mechanism contributions. At back1~ard angles a emission 
can be accounted for by the evaporation processes. At forward angles the 
most important contribution is given by the break-up fusion process.t1ass dist
ributions for compound nuclei 244Cm(E* =58 MeV, ff coincidences), and 
240 Pu(E*= 37 MeV, ffa coincidences) were obtained. In the case of 240pu mass 
distribution has a shape different from those obtained in 1 ight ion reactions 
at the same excitation energy indicating the strong influence of the entrance 
channel. The dependence of the mass distribution shape on the a -particle 
energy is also examined. The weak dependence of this shape on the a particle 
energy seems to. be a combined effect of the projectile a cluster structure 
and of the Q values of different contributing exit channels. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions, JINR. 

Preprlnt of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1986 




